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Economist Discusses Future of Ethanol Industry, Gas Prices 

 

UMSL economist Lea-Rachel Kosnik discussed what’s on the horizon for ethanol makers Tuesday 
on St. Louis Public Radio | 90.7 KWMU 

On the heels of the expired federal tax credit for ethanol producers, which spanned more than 30 
years, many experts question what will come of the industry’s future and how gas prices with be 
effected. 

University of Missouri–St. Louis economist Lea-Rachel Kosnik discussed what’s on the horizon for 
ethanol makers Tuesday on “St. Louis on the Air,” a program on St. Louis Public Radio | 90.7 
KWMU. Kosnik explained that the expired federal subsidy which had given ethanol producers a 45 
cent per gallon tax credit, worked and allowed the industry to develop and make itself sustainable. 

“This is exactly how it’s suppose to work…,” Kosnik told St. Louis Public Radio. “There is an 
argument in economics  – a theoretical argument – that talks about the infant industry argument. 
That says subsidies perhaps are worthwhile to support an industry when it’s an infant –  as it 
develops –  and there is a case that can be made for that. The counter argument usually is that 
politically they never go away. So even if you support the infant industry argument, you’re afraid 
that they’ll never go away. Here they went away, so that’s great in the sense that it supported the 
infant industry argument and they did what they were suppose to do.” 

The entire interview can be heard here. 

Short URL: http://blogs.umsl.edu/news/?p=17820 
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